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Abstract
Despite the prominent role played by bibliometric indicators for
evaluating research, progress in pinning down the determinants of citation flows has so far been hindered by endogeneity issues. Based on
30 years of bibliometric data, we exploit a Regression Discontinuity
Design to causally identify the effects that an article featured on the
cover of the journal Nature has on citations to all articles by its authors. We confirm that, over time, cover articles are cited significantly
more than non-cover articles, with this difference being long-lasting.
However, when considering all articles by Nature authors, we find evidence of a crowding-out effect: the publication of a cover article causes
citations to previous articles by its authors to decline sharply relative
to citations to articles by non-cover authors.
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Introduction

In the last two decades, the availability of large citational databases has had a
profound impact on how research is evaluated, financed and even discussed.
Impact is the most often mentioned feature of a research product, mainly
because it is easily measurable, and impact metrics can be a key driver for
researchers to decide to which journal to submit their own articles. Journals
therefore maintain a strong focus on keeping their impact metrics high, and
especially so relative to competing journals in the same field. Such a strong
emphasis on impact reflects the difficulty of assessing the quality of research,
as very large numbers of articles are published daily in increasingly differentiated and specialized fields. Quality is an elusive notion that is neither
easily defined nor measured.
Indicators of impact are commonly used in the scientific profession for
several purposes, such as tenure decisions [1], the assessment of research
performance [2], the evaluation of scientific sources [3], and even the choice
of issues to investigate [4]. Each citation that a scientific article receives
indicates that the citing author(s) considered it worth referring to. Although
this does not necessarily reflect a positive assessment of the article’s quality,
impact has become a commonly used proxy for quality. Despite this practice
being highly controversial [5, 6, 7, 8], the lack of viable, practical alternatives
favors its adoption and diffusion. There is widespread awareness that impact
itself is a multidimensional notion that is not easily captured by a single
indicator, and that different measures may better serve different purposes [9].
However, citation-based indices remain a core focus throughout the scientific
profession.
Despite the abundance of citational data, relatively little progress has
been made in understanding the determinants of citation flows. The relevant
literature is fragmentary and not commensurate in volume to the practical
relevance of the issue (e.g., 10, 11, 12, 13, 14). Since other aspects of research
(such as originality and methodological rigour) are comparatively difficult to
measure, understanding whether impact reflects some intrinsic quality of
research would also provide insights about the extent to which citations can
be considered an appropriate measure of quality of research.
Several factors can affect citation flows, including reputational assets such
as scientific prizes and awards, the recognition of a journal by a highly reputable scientific society, or the prestige of the academic affiliation of the author. Among the relatively few authors to identify a causal relation between
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non-intrinsic characteristics of research and citational success, [15] show that
citations to articles by medical researchers increase suddenly after their authors are appointed as Howard Hughes Medical Investigator. On the other
hand, awards may make scientists more self-critical about their own scientific
production. [16] find for instance a decrease in productivity for mathematicians who are awarded the Fields medal. It cannot be ruled out that awards
even play a demotivating role on subsequent productivity and, as a consequence, impact [17]. Publishing in journals promoted by reputable scientific
societies may instead lead to a retrospective boosting of a scholar’s scientific reputation, increasing visibility and relevance among peers. [18] shows
that citations to articles in the journals of the American Physical Society
rise when an author publishes further articles in such journals. [19] shows
that, in the economics field, authors’ affiliation to a small number of elite
institutions ensures wider recognition of their articles.
In this article we examine an additional type of prestige-related influence
on citational flows: being featured on the cover of a high-impact scientific
journal. Our analysis focuses on the journal Nature, given its prestige in
the scientific community and the existence of previous related studies that
examine this journal. [20] show, based on total citation counts from the Web
of Science database, that articles featured on the cover of Nature between
2008 and 2010 obtain on average more citations than articles published on
Nature in the same period but not featured on the cover. However, the
interpretation of this finding is far from obvious. Being displayed on the
cover of Nature can increase the scientific salience and hence the citability of
an article, but it is also possible that a more relevant, or highly citable, article
has a higher probability of being selected for the cover. At the same time, an
article can be featured on the journal cover not only for its scientific value,
but also for factors such as the appeal of the topic, its current relevance for
mainstream media, or simply the aesthetic quality of the associated images.
The citability of cover articles is therefore a complex topic that deserves
deeper investigation, also in view of the scarce attention received so far.
The present work aims at shedding light on this issue by examining the
dynamics of “cover effects” over a long time range and, most importantly,
by taking into account the entire citational life of the authors of articles
published on the journal Nature. The paper is structured as follows. Sections
2 and 3 describe the data set and methods, respectively. Section 4 presents
the results. Section 5 concludes.
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2

Data

Our data set was constructed in two steps. First, we considered all research
articles published on Nature between 1987 and 2016, with detailed information about the content of the cover of each issue,1 by combining online
Nature archives, bibliometric information retrieved from the database Scopus,2 and the manual investigation of hardcopies. Since only part of each
issue of Nature contains original research articles, with other sections being
devoted to scientific news or commentaries, we restricted the analysis to documents appearing in the “Articles” section.3 The resulting dataset (Nature
sample) covers 1,527 weekly issues of the journal that include 2,443 research
articles. For each article, we observe citation flows over a period of up to 30
years (from the year of publication to 2017), for a total of 35,401 article/year
combinations. We excluded 6 articles for which information on authors was
unavailable.
Second, we collected from Scopus citations to all articles published by
authors of the Nature articles mentioned above. This allows us to analyze
the entire citational records of the authors. We excluded Nature articles
with more than 8 authors (representing 31% of the sample). This restriction was applied for a number of reasons. First, it makes it more plausible
that individual publications influence authors’ prestige. Second, it reduces
heterogeneity in authors’ publishing patterns (large collaborations typically
produce large numbers of scientific articles). Third, it ensures that the sample size remains tractable. Descriptive statistics for the resulting sample of
487,993 scientific articles (extended sample) are presented in Table 1.
It is worth observing that a given article in the extended sample can be
related to more than one Nature article: when this is the case, it appears
more than once in our database, and hence it has a larger weight in the
analysis. We think this is the most appropriate way to take into account
such multiplicity. Consider two researchers who co-authored an article on a
given journal in 2000, and then individually published one article each on
Nature in 2003 and 2006, respectively. When studying citations to the 2000
1

[20], who emphasize the aesthetic aspects of the cover, state that “Nature’s cover
images first appeared in 2001” – in fact, (colored) cover images were present during the
entire period of time analyzed in the present study.
2
We used the Scopus API at https://dev.elsevier.com.
3
While the name of this section underwent slight changes along the years, e.g., “Research Articles”, it can be clearly identified during the entire period of interest.
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Table 1: Descriptive statistics

Nature sample
Extended sample
Overall ≤ 8 authors
≤ 8 authors
Articles
2,443
Article/year combinations 35,401
Total citations
931,963
Max citations
10,879
Max citations per year
1,192
Cover articles
232

1,675
26,838
541,315
10,879
1,192
140

487,993
6,930,081
39,489,857
32,935
3,551
43,600

Note: data sources are Nature archives and Scopus. The second column describes the
restricted sample of Nature papers (with no more than 8 authors) on which the extended
sample (third column) is based. In the third column, “Cover articles” are those whose
corresponding Nature article was featured on the cover.

article, in order to consider the effects of both the 2003 and 2006 Nature
publications, we consider the 2000 article as two separate observations.
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Methods

We start by considering a regression model aimed at capturing the key features of our citation data. Namely, we consider the following specification:
ci,y = α0 + α1 Fi + α2 pi + α3 y + i,y

(1)

where ci,y is the number of citations that article i receives in year y, pi
is the year of publication, and Fi is a dummy variable taking value 1 if the
article published on Nature by the authors of article i was featured on the
cover.
While the comparison of citations to cover articles with those to noncover articles is informative, it cannot per se provide evidence of a causal
cover effect. Articles are not randomly selected to appear on the cover. On
the contrary, it can be argued that the selection is related to the quality of
the article, which in turn is expected to be positively related to citation flows.
Hence, a simple comparison of citation flows between cover and non-cover
5

articles does not allow to disentangle “cover effects” from selection based on
(unobserved) quality. We tackle this ambiguity by analyzing the dynamics
of citations within a Regression Discontinuity Design (RDD).
We test the presence of a dynamic reputational cover effect. Namely,
we hypothesize that if an author is featured on the cover of a high-impact
scientific journal, this has a positive effect not only on citations to that article,
but also on citations to past and future articles by that author. In order to
test this hypothesis, we consider the following empirical specification:
ci,t = β0 +

T
X

Yτ (γτ + β1,τ Fi ) + β2 pi + β3 y + i,t

(2)

τ =−T

where ci,t denotes the yearly flow of citations that article i receives t years
before/after publication of the relevant Nature article (e.g., if the authors
of article i published an article in Nature in 1998, ci,2 is the number of
citations to article i in 2000), Yτ is a set of relative-time fixed effects, i.e.,
dummy variables equal to 1 when t = τ . Year of publication (pi ) and year
of citations (y) are defined in absolute terms as in Equation (1), with β2 and
β3 capturing overall time trends in citations. Notice that y refers to absolute
years (between 1970 and 2017), and t refers to years relative to publication
of the relevant Nature article (from −T to T ).
The key coefficients of interest are β1,τ , capturing the interaction between
the cover dummy variable and years since/to publication of the Nature article. These coefficients allow us to formulate two main hypotheses. The first
is that authors of more cited articles are more likely to be featured on the
cover of a Nature issue:
β1,τ > 0 for τ < 0.

(H1)

The second hypothesis is that an article featured on the cover of the
journal Nature has a positive effect on subsequent citations to articles by its
authors:
β1,τ > β1,0 for τ > 0.

(H2)

Equation (2) will be first estimated in the Nature sample, as in [20]. This
restricted data set, however, does not provide a feasible set up for an RDD
interpretation, given that, for Nature articles, we do not have citations prior
to the publication date of the articles themselves. In order to test hypotheses
6

H1 and H2, we will then estimate Equation (2) in the extended sample.
This allows us to observe citations flows before and after the publication
of the relevant Nature article, providing an appropriate setup for an RDD
analysis and, hence, a causal interpretation of cover effects. Such causal
evidence cannot be obtained by looking only at articles published in Nature,
as the choice of articles to be published on the cover might be non-random.
In addition, the extended data set allows us to investigate cover effects on
citations to the entire set of publications of a researcher. Finally, by analyzing
“pre-Nature” citations flows, we are able to assess the hypothesis that cover
authors are ex ante different from non-cover authors.
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Results

Table 2 reports OLS coefficients for Equation (1) estimated in the Nature
sample. As expected, we find a positive and significant coefficient for the
cover dummy variable: a Nature article featured on the journal’s cover receives on average about 16 more citations per year than a non-cover article.
Consistent with the literature [21], more recent articles receive significantly
more citations than less recent articles (α̂2 =1.389), while the number of citations to an article is negatively related to year of citations (α̂3 =-0.572), as in
[22] and [13]. Coefficient estimates are virtually unchanged when controlling
for previous citations to other articles of the same authors (column 2).
Figure 1 displays the coefficients obtained by estimating Equation (2) in
the Nature sample (note that here τ > 0). The left panel shows that, as
it is generally found in the literature, the number of citations to an article
peaks 3 to 5 years after its publication and then gradually falls over time.
The right panel shows that cover effects are positive and significant, reach
a peak 2 to 3 years after publication, and are long-lasting: cover articles
receive significantly more citations than non-cover articles up to 17 years
after publication.
The results presented so far provide clear evidence of a positive difference
in citations between cover and non-cover Nature articles, consistent with the
existing literature [20]. However, they do not allow us to distinguish between
the causal effect of being featured on the cover, and a selection effect (more
cited authors are more likely candidates for the Nature cover). Hence, we
turn to the analysis of the extended sample. Table 3 reports OLS estimates
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Table 2: Determinants of citations to Nature articles

Cover dummy (Fi )
Year of publication (pi )
Year of citation (y)

(1)

(2)

16.087∗∗∗
(0.794)
1.389∗∗∗
(0.034)
-0.572∗∗∗
(0.038)

16.050∗∗∗
(0.795)
1.397∗∗∗
(0.035)
-0.572∗∗∗
(0.038)
-0.000
(0.000)
35074

Previous citations
N

35074

40
30
20
10
0
10
20
30
40

Figure 1: Citations to Nature articles: time profile
40
Baseline
30
20
10
0
10
20
30
Cover dummy
40
5
10 15 20 25 30
0
5
10 15 20 25
Years since publication
Years since publication
citations / year

citations / year

Note: OLS estimates for Equation (2) in the Nature sample. “Previous citations” refers
to citations received by authors of the Nature article in the year before its publication.

30

Note: OLS estimates for Equation (2), sample restricted to Nature articles: Yτ (left) and
β1,τ (right); all articles, all years. N=383,430. Reference category: baseline citations in
year 0.
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for Equation (1).4 Similarly to the Nature sample, more recent articles receive more citations than earlier articles, while the number of citations to
articles by Nature authors falls over time. More importantly, the number of
citations to articles by “cover authors” is significantly higher than for noncover authors, when considering either all articles or articles published before
the Nature article (columns 1 and 2). This is consistent with hypothesis H2.
The findings in column 2 are also consistent with hypothesis H1: articles by
cover authors ex ante receive more citations than articles by non-cover authors. When considering articles published after the Nature article (column
3), the number of citations to cover authors is instead significantly lower than
for non-cover authors: this finding is at odds with hypothesis H2.
Table 3: Determinants of citations to authors of Nature articles

Cover dummy (Fi )
Year of publication (pi )
Year of citations (y)
N

All articles

Before

After

0.563∗∗∗
(0.029)
0.171∗∗∗
(0.001)
-0.130∗∗∗
(0.001)
1146345

1.328∗∗∗
(0.036)
0.136∗∗∗
(0.001)
-0.114∗∗∗
(0.001)
872813

-0.854∗∗∗
(0.053)
0.152∗∗∗
(0.003)
-0.180∗∗∗
(0.003)
273532

Note: the last two columns report estimates based on articles published before and after
the Nature article. Articles published in the same year are included in the “Before” sample.

Estimates for Equation (2) based on the extended sample (Figure 2) allow
us to shed light on these issues. The number of citations to non-cover authors
(left panel) is significantly higher following the publication of a Nature article.
Interestingly, cover authors receive significantly more citations than noncover authors even before publishing in Nature (right panel). Specifically, the
estimated β1,τ are significantly different from 0 for τ ∈ {−10 . . . 0}, providing
support for hypothesis H1. The year of publication of the Nature article
marks a discontinuity in citations to cover authors: while the estimated cover
4

Due to the very large size of the data set, estimation is obtained by taking mean
citation flows for all articles related to a given Nature article and published in a given
year; we then run a weighted OLS on these clusters, where the weights are determined by
the number of articles in each cluster.
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differential in the number of citations rises over time until publication of the
Nature article, it falls over time thereafter. In particular, β1,τ < β1,1 , for all
τ > 1, with the difference being significant for τ > 2. These findings are at
odds with hypothesis H2: cover authors are found to be penalized relative
to non-cover authors in terms of citations. As a consequence, no significant
differences in citations between cover and non-cover authors are found after
about 6 years from publication of a Nature article.
Figure 2: Cover effects on Nature authors: all articles
4
2
0
2
4

6

Baseline
citations / year

citations / year

6

2
0
2
4

10 8 6 4 2 0 2 4 6 8 10
Years since publication

Cover dummy

4

10 8 6 4 2 0 2 4 6 8 10
Years since publication

Note: estimates from Equation (2): Yτ (top left) and β1,τ (top right); all articles, all years
(T = 10).

In order to interpret this finding, we consider estimates of Equation (2)
for different sub-samples. Figures 3 and 4 focus on articles published before
and after the Nature article, respectively. Citations flows to articles published
before the Nature article are virtually identical to those for the entire sample.
Instead, the cover effect is small and not significant for articles published after
the Nature article. This indicates that the discontinuity observed for the
entire sample is mainly explained by the change in citation flows to articles
published before the Nature article. Ceteris paribus, publication of a cover
article crowds out citations to previous articles by its authors.5

5

It should be noted that publishing a cover article results in a reduction of citations to
other articles only when compared to non-cover authors. The overall effect on citations
to articles by cover authors is positive, although not significant.
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Figure 3: Cover effects on Nature authors: before Nature article
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citations / year

citations / year
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10 8 6 4 2 0 2 4 6 8 10
Years since publication

Figure 4: Cover effects on Nature authors: after Nature article
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Note: Reference category: baseline citations in year 1.
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Years since publication
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When considering the left and right plots of Figure 2 together, a complementary interpretation can be suggested: the ex-ante relative advantage of
cover authors could be offset by the fact that non-cover authors also published
an article in Nature. For instance, it might be the case that only high-impact
researchers are featured on the cover of Nature (hence the significance of the
cover dummy before year 0), but publishing an article in Nature (be it on
the cover or not) is one way to become a high-impact researcher – and hence
close the gap in citations relative to those who already are.
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Conclusions

We analyze the bibliographic effects of being featured on a journal’s cover,
by focusing on authors who have published on the journal Nature. When
considering only articles published in Nature, we find that cover articles receive significantly more citations than non-cover articles, consistent with the
existing literature, and that this difference is long-lasting. This remains true
when controlling for the number of citations obtained by the authors before
publication of the Nature article.
When considering citations to all the articles by authors who have published in Nature, we find that authors whose articles have been featured on
the cover receive ex ante more citations than non-cover authors. More importantly, following the publication of a cover article, this difference tends
to shrink and is short-lasting: the difference in citations between cover and
non-cover authors is positive and statistically significant only within five
years since publication of the Nature article. Being featured on the cover
therefore reflects pre-existing differences in scholarly impact, but publishing
in a high-impact journal, whether on the cover or not, gradually eliminates
this gap. This is due to the fact that a cover article crowds out citations to
previous articles by the same author.
In conclusion, is it desirable to be featured on the cover of a high-impact
journal? The answer is yes: a cover article receives for several years a higher
number of citations relative to a non-cover article. If this may crowd out previous work, it is due to a high relevance and visibility of the novel research.
Our results concerning citations to other works are compatible with the possibility that being featured on the cover may be psychologically regarded by
the author as akin to receiving a prize. As discussed in the literature, this
could also have the effect of making the author more self-critical and vigilant
12

as to the publication of new articles, or even demotivate the author to do
further work. Such factors could therefore also play a role in the ex-post
equalization of citation flows of cover and non-cover authors. Our analysis
does not allow us to give a clear response concerning such channels. The
issue is however worth of investigation in future research.
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